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Atoms make up physical tangible objects such as CDs, books and letters. Negroponte characterizes the
development of future information delivery systems as a battle between atoms, the components of books and
other physical resources, and bits, the basic building blocks of information. His prose is airy and
conversational, and his enthusiasm for his topic all one could wish. Purporting to address the general reader,
he explains what a bit is -- a piece of information -- but fails to define byte, the basic collection of eight bits
that makes computing possible. Page Good point and analogy about beginners with camcorders: they zoom
and pan and try out all the features and make crappy videos, just like other people do with other things when
they're starting out and before they learn to use moderation and subtlety. In one application, we had a map of
Massachusetts with a demographic database. He also makes a point of contrasting the digital world with the
analog domain, but gives no hint of what analog means. Technological interface[ edit ] Negroponte writes
about the inadequacy of the interfaces that are currently used to interact with computers. Page Faxes use ones
and zeroes to indicated where there is and isn't ink on a page -- faxes were invented by the Japanese to send
Kanji back and forth, because they couldn't be read by computers at the time. Negroponte--Wired Magazine
columnist and founding director of the MIT Media Lab--describes how advancements in computer technology
and telecommunications will transform workplaces, households, and educational institutions. Page Wireless
bandwidth is limited and we only have so many signal ranges, unlike wired communications Page Phone lines
from phone companies didn't lose power due to their being made with copper wire, which can carry power.
Page The author went to boarding school in Switzerland and went on a massive country-wide chase with his
army general headmaster and the Swiss army dropping clues from helicopters in the woods and crazy stuff like
that. Shelves: non-fiction If you can get past the arrogant author talking about how great and right he is, as
well as personal anecdotes that are little more than elitist bragging, there are some neat tidbits of information
here. He gives generous recognition to many individuals, like Douglas Engelbart, "the man who invented the
mouse" way back in the early 's when he was at the Stanford Research Institute, and Alan Kay, "who is
generally considered the father of personal computers" because of what he did in the early 70's, when he was
at Xerox's Palo Alto Research Center. Knopf, , pages This bestseller examines the frontiers of digital
technology and its impact on the future of human social life, work, entertainment, and commerce. The digital
age is coming, Negroponte says, and it "cannot be denied or stopped And people. He believes that the mouse
is a mediocre interface for point and click, and inadequate for drawing. My favourite part of Being Digital was
learning a bit more about the history of digitization and the digital revolution of the s, as I was too young and
unaware to read books like this at the time or to fully grasp what was happening around me. He instead prefers
the interfaces of touch-screen technology and voice recognition software. Negroponte's primary aim here is to
speculate about the "radically new culture" emerging at the intersection of "computer graphics, human
communications, and interactive multimedia. Raw data about the weather -- or about a football game -- will be
converted at our whim into a printout chart, a verbal report, a video picture or a miniature re-creation in our
living rooms. It is the smallest atomic element in the DNA of information. However, the amount of force
needed to push it varied as a function of the number of families that would be displaced. One example of this
that Negroponte returns to again and again is the Internet. As founding director of the Media Lab at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a columnist for Wired magazine, Nicholas Negroponte is an
engaging guide to the evolving new world. New York: Alfred A. The bits of information that stream into our
homes will be converted into customized newspapers, featuring our favorite columnists. In his view, it "cannot
be denied or stopped.


